
Dependency

All living things depend on one another- this means they need other living things to survive. 
Cut out the labels and stick them on the activity sheet to show how the living things in the desert depend on each other, then complete the sentences below.

Plants need animals to _________________. Animals need plants for ______________ and _______________. 

Some animals _________________ other animals. Word Bank:  food, spread seeds, eat, shelter 
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Dependency

Plants need animals to _________________. Animals need plants for ______________ and _______________. 

Some animals _________________ other animals. Word Bank:  food, spread seeds, eat, shelter 

All living things depend on one another- this means they need other living things to survive. 
Cut out the labels and stick them on the activity sheet to show how the living things in the Arctic depend on each other, then complete the sentences below.
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Dependency

Plants need animals to _________________. Animals need plants for _________________ and _________________. Some animals _________________ other animals. 

All living things depend on one another- this means they need other living things to survive. 
Cut out the labels and stick them on the activity sheet to show how the living things in the rainforest depend on each other, then complete the sentences below.
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Monkeys live in trees and 
eat fruit, insects, frogs and 
birds. 

Birds eat fruit and scatter 
seeds so new trees can grow.

Jaguars eat deer, monkeys, 
frogs, snakes and fish.

Insects shelter in trees and 
eat the leaves.

Trees give shelter and food 
to animals.

Snakes live in fallen leaves 
and eat insects and frogs.

Deer shelter in fallen leaves 
and eat leaves, grass, fruit 
and berries.

Frogs shelter in trees and 
eat the insects.

Labels

Polar bears eat seals, 
reindeer and foxes.

Arctic plants provide food 
for reindeer and arctic foxes.

Arctic foxes eat seeds, 
plants, berries and small 
creatures.

Seals eat fish.

Reindeer eat plants and 
spread seeds.

Fish provide food for many 
animals.

Plants provide food and 
water for animals.

Birds eat cactus fruits and 
spread seeds.

Insects eat the leaves, 
flowers and fruit.

Desert foxes eat insects, 
birds and plants.


